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Abstract 1 

In some bacteria, cysteine is converted to cysteine sulfinic acid by cysteine dioxygenases 2 

(CDO) that are only ~15-30% identical in sequence to mammalian CDOs.  Among bacterial 3 

proteins having this range of sequence similarity to mammalian CDO are some that conserve an 4 

active site Arg residue (“Arg-type” enzymes) and some having a Gln substituted for this Arg 5 

(“Gln-type” enzymes). Here, we describe a structure from each of these enzyme types by 6 

analyzing structures originally solved by structural genomics groups but not published: a 7 

Bacillus subtilis “Arg-type” enzyme that has cysteine dioxygenase activity (BsCDO), and 8 

Ralstonia eutropha is “Gln-type” CDO homolog of uncharacterized activity (ReCDOhom). The 9 

BsCDO active site is well conserved with mammalian CDO, and a cysteine complex captured in 10 

the active site confirms that the cysteine binding mode is also similar. The ReCDOhom structure 11 

reveals a new active site Arg residue that is hydrogen bonding to an iron-bound diatomic 12 

molecule we have interpreted as dioxygen. Notably, the Arg position is not compatible with the 13 

mode of Cys binding seen in both rat CDO and BsCDOs. As sequence alignments show that this 14 

newly discovered active site Arg is well conserved among “Gln-type” CDO enzymes, we 15 

conclude that the “Gln-type” CDO homologs are not authentic CDOs but will have substrate 16 

specificity more similar to 3-mercaptopropionate dioxygenases. 17 

18 
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Introduction 1 

 Cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) is a non-heme iron containing protein that converts cysteine 2 

to cysteine sulfinic acid (CSA) with the incorporation of both atoms of dioxygen according to the 3 

reaction: 4 

 5 

CDOs enzymatic mechanism is still not understood despite enzymatic,1-5 spectroscopic,6-9 and 6 

crystallographic10-14 characterizations of wild type and mutant CDOs, studies with small 7 

molecule analogs of the metallocenter,15,16 and quantum mechanical analyses of potential 8 

mechanisms.17-20 All but one5 of these studies have been done on rat/mouse (identical in 9 

sequence) or human CDO (99% identical in sequence to rat CDO). As reviewed recently,21 for 10 

mammalian CDOs the ferrous iron is coordinated by three His and an ordered water molecule, 11 

and nearby is a key Tyr157 residue (rat CDO numbering) in a thioether crosslink with Cys93 and 12 

part of a Ser153-His155-Tyr157 catalytic triad. The thioether crosslink is autocatalyzed and 13 

increases activity 10-fold1 or more.3,22 Cys, upon binding, displaces the Fe-bound water and 14 

ligates the iron via its sulfhydryl and amine groups, with its carboxylate interacting with the side 15 

chains of Arg60, Tyr58 and the key catalytic Tyr157.12 16 

Debate about the mechanism centers on whether Cys thiolate is first oxidized by the iron-17 

proximal oxygen atom to form a persulfenate-type intermediate (seen in crystals and shown as 18 

structure “A” below) or by the iron distal oxygen atom to form a four-membered ring (shown as 19 

structure “B” below) that proceeds via O-O bond breakage to generate an FeIV-oxo intermediate. 20 
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 1 

This has been difficult to sort out due to the lack of spectroscopically discernable intermediates 2 

after Cys binding. In addressing questions of enzyme mechanism, it can be helpful to investigate 3 

divergent enzyme forms that conserve mechanism but provide a distinct window into the 4 

chemistry.  5 

Bacterial CDOs generally have sequence identities <30% compared with the mammalian 6 

enzymes5 and have a Gly in place of Cys93, meaning that they have no Cys-Tyr crosslink. Also, 7 

some bacterial CDO homologs conserve Arg60 that interacts with Cys α-carboxylate and others 8 

have a Gln in its place;5 we will call these “Arg-type” and “Gln-type” CDO homologs, 9 

respectively. Four “Arg-type” homologs were shown to have CDO activity,5 but the only activity 10 

tests of a  “Gln-type” homolog showed that the enzyme from Variovorax paradoxus had no CDO 11 

activity, but was active as a 3-mercaptopropionate dioxygenase.23  12 

Structural studies of bacterial CDO homologs would be valuable for the field, and 13 

although they have not been described in the literature, two such structures have been solved by 14 

structural genomics efforts and been deposited in the Protein Data Bank1: PDB entry 3EQE 15 

(released 10/2008), solved by the NorthEast Structural Genomics Consortium (NESG), is an 16 

Arg-type CDO [with proven activity]5 from Bacillus subtilis (i.e. BsCDO); and PDB entry 2GM6 17 

                                                           

1
 PDB entry 3USS (released January 2012; 2.7 Å resolution) is also a Gln-type bacterial CDO 

homolog (from Pseudomonas aeruginosa and 64% identical to ReCDOhom). It was deposited by 

the Jameson group that actively investigates CDOs; we do not describe it here as we presume 

they will be analyzing it. 
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(released 6/2006), solved by the Joint Center for Structural Genomics (JCSG), is a functionally 1 

uncharacterized Ralstonia eutropha CDO homolog (ReCDOhom). Notably, ReCDOhom is 55% 2 

identical in sequence to the V. paradoxus mercaptoproprionate dioxygenase. In the spirit of 3 

maximizing the value of these structures determined by structural genomics efforts, here we 4 

describe the BsCDO and ReCDOhom structures and their comparisons with the mammalian 5 

CDO structures. 6 

 7 

Results and Discussion 8 

Compared with the original PDB entries, the analyses of BsCDO crystals with Cys-bound 9 

that diffract to 2.3 Å resolution and extending the resolution of ReCDOhom from 1.84 to 1.65 Å 10 

have led to improved models with overall Rfree values lowered by ~3 % for BsCDO and ~1 % for 11 

ReCDOhom, even at the extended resolutions (Table 1). More importantly, we altered some key 12 

aspects of the models, most prominently placing a diatomic O2-like molecule rather than a 13 

sulfate in the active site of ReCDOhom. Also, our work to reproduce the BsCDO crystals led to 14 

the successful capture of a Cys bound in its active site. The remainder of the Results and 15 

Discussion section will first summarize broad features of the two proteins and then describe 16 

features seen in each active site and their implications. 17 

 18 

Overall Structures 19 

The structures of both the B. subtilis and R. eutropha enzymes show the expected cupin 20 

fold and overlay well with rat CDO despite the low overall sequence identities of ~21% and 21 

18%, respectively (Figure 1A). The BsCDO structures have two copies in the asymmetric unit 22 

with the chains agreeing within ~0.5 Å. Chain A includes residues 1-154 and Chain B residues 1-23 
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152 (of 161), and due to crystal contacts, residues 98-102 and the C-terminus of Chain A are 1 

more ordered. For ReCDOhom, there is one chain in the asymmetric unit and the modeled 2 

residues 11-202 all have reasonable electron density. As seen in a structure-based sequence 3 

alignment (Figure 1B), the sequence of BsCDO is ~40 residues shorter than ReCDOhom and rat 4 

CDO. Most of this (~20 residues) is due to a shorter C-terminus, and the ordered backbone of 5 

BsCDO stops before strand β11 even though enough residues are present in the sequence to form 6 

it (Figure 1). One other notable secondary structural feature is that relative to rat and BsCDO, 7 

ReCDOhom has a β-bulge insertion in the middle of strand β6 (Figure 1). 8 

 9 

Active Sites 10 

BsCDO active site. We will first describe the more informative 2.3 Å resolution BsCDO 11 

structure with Cys-bound. Similar to known CDO structures,11-14 the active site has a non-heme 12 

iron coordinated by three conserved residues His75, His77, His125 (Figure 2A). Also present are 13 

well-ordered side chains of key residues Tyr141, Arg50 and Tyr48 (corresponding to Tyr157, 14 

Arg60 and Tyr58 in rat CDO). Nearby are Ser137 and His139 that with Tyr141 form the 15 

catalytic triad, and as expected no crosslink is formed with Tyr141. Interestingly, Ser137 of the 16 

catalytic triad does not receive a hydrogen bond, as the Trp77 donor present in mammalian 17 

CDO13 is replaced with Ile66 in BsCDO. Additional strong active site 2Fo-Fc density present was 18 

well fit by Cys (Figure 2A). The bound Cys coordinates the iron in a bidentate fashion via its Sγ 19 

and N atoms, with the α-amino group location being defined stereochemically even though it is 20 

not well defined by electron density at this resolution (Figure 2A). The α-carboxylate hydrogen-21 

bonds with Arg50, Tyr48 and the Cys α-amino group. 22 
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For the 2.8 Å resolution structure of the unsoaked crystal (based on the diffraction data 1 

collected by NESG), the iron and active site residues are positioned very similarly to those in the 2 

Cys-complex (Figure 2B). As was done for PDB entry 3EQE, we modeled three peaks around 3 

the iron as waters, but found their refined B-factors at ~40 Å2 were much lower than the ~70 Å2 4 

seen for the surrounding atoms. This implies that these peaks are actually not due to water. 5 

Because the density peaks match reasonably well with those seen in the 2.3 Å Cys complex, we 6 

attempted refining Cys in the active site and obtained reasonable B-factors and a clean difference 7 

map, supporting this assignment (see Figure 2B – semitransparent model). Nevertheless, the 8 

active site density at this resolution is not definitive, so to be conservative our final refinement 9 

and deposition used the minimal interpretation of three waters in the active site. To ensure that 10 

users of the coordinates are aware that Cys may be bound, we also include in the file, with 11 

occupancy set to zero, the coordinates and B-factors we obtained by refining a bound Cys at 12 

100% occupancy. 13 

 14 

ReCDOhom active site. Unlike the four- and five-coordinate irons seen in ligand-free 15 

mammalian CDO at pH 6.211 and pH 8.0,12 the ReCDOhom iron is six-coordinate and liganded 16 

by three histidines (His94, His96, His147), two water/hydroxide molecules, and a diatomic 17 

molecule we have modeled as dioxygen (Figure 2C). Evidence supporting the assignment as 18 

dioxygen are the 123˚ angle of approach to the iron, the acceptance by the iron-proximal atom of 19 

a hydrogen bond from Arg173, and the reasonable B-factors (see Fig. 2C legend) and lack of 20 

residual difference map features. Thus, we will consider it a dioxygen, even while recognizing it 21 

could be something else. Elsewhere in the active site, the Ser160-His162-Tyr164 catalytic triad 22 

and a Trp (Trp85) hydrogen bonding with Ser160 are conserved with mammalian CDO. The 23 
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Tyr164 hydroxyl is close (~3.0 Å) to the iron-bound oxygen, but we consider this a van der 1 

Waals interaction, as based on geometry Tyr164 donates a hydrogen bond to the iron bound 2 

water/hydroxide (Figure 2C). Again, no Cys-Tyr crosslink is present.  3 

As was noted in the introduction, the typical active site Arg is replaced with Gln67, and 4 

this side chain is only weakly ordered. In contrast, a novel ordered active site side-chain, that of 5 

Arg173, is sandwiched between the side chains of Ile168 and Phe185. In addition to interacting 6 

with dioxygen, Arg173 hydrogen bonds with Asp95-O, Ser187-OH, and a water molecule that in 7 

turn interacts with Val171-O and Ser187-NH. Also, related to the position of Arg173 are the 8 

presence in ReCDOhom relative to rat CDO and BsCDO of a one-residue deletion after strand β3 9 

(at Thr97) and a two-residue insertion after strand β9 that makes a 310-helix (including Ile168) 10 

(Figure 1B). These two segments pack against each other to provide the environment of Arg173 11 

(Figure 3A). 12 

 13 

Comparison of BsCDO, ReCDOhom and rat CDO active sites. An overlay of the 14 

active site of BsCDO with Cys bound, ReCDOhom with dioxygen bound, and rat CDO with 15 

Cys-persulfenate bound shows the remarkably consistent placement of the iron and the residues 16 

equivalent to rat CDO Tyr157 and Tyr58 in all three structures (Figure 3A). Also visible in 17 

BsCDO and rat CDO are their common positioning of the Cys and the residue equivalent to rat 18 

CDO Arg60. This provides strong evidence that BsCDO and other bacterial CDOs conserving 19 

Arg60 will be mechanistically equivalent to rat CDO despite missing the Cys-Tyr crosslink.  20 

Also of particular interest is what can be concluded about ReCDOhom and related 21 

enzymes having a Gln in the place of Arg60. The Gln67 side chain is located similarly to that of 22 

the Arg in BsCDO, but cannot conserve all of its interactions with the Cys α-carboxylate. Also, 23 
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rather surprisingly, the dioxygen binding site matches the position filled in rat and BsCDOs by 1 

the α-amino group of Cys, rather than the position the of oxygen binding inferred from CDO 2 

crystal structures (Figure 2D),12-14 spectroscopic results,6,7,9 and calculations.17,18 An important 3 

question is whether these observations imply that the dioxygen site seen is a non-productive 4 

binding mode or perhaps reflects that the Gln-type CDO homologs bind oxygen differently. 5 

While not able to answer this question in the absence of a complex with a productive substrate 6 

bound, we can already conclude that this enzyme cannot bind Cys in the same way as do the 7 

CDOs. This is because the well-fixed Arg173 guanidine group, as an obligatory hydrogen bond 8 

donor, would form an unfavorable clash with the hydrogen of a bound α-amino group (Figure 9 

3A).  10 

 11 

Arg173 as a key residue for Gln-type CDO homologs 12 

  The structure-based sequence alignment (Figure 1B) shows that ReCDOhom differs from 13 

both BsCDO, and rat CDO, in having Arg173 (versus Met or Cys) and the short indels after 14 

strands β3 and β9 that give those loops unique backbone paths stabilizing the Arg173 sidechain. 15 

Strikingly, sequence conservation patterns show that both Arg173 and the indels are strongly 16 

conserved among Gln-type CDO homologs (Figure 3B), and are not present in the Arg-type 17 

enzymes (Figure 3C). This conservation pattern is consistent with a key functional role for 18 

Arg173 in the Gln-type CDO homologs, and leads us to conclude that none of the Gln-type 19 

enzymes are authentic CDOs – since they could not bind the Cys α-amino group in the expected 20 

way.  21 

Taking into account the observation that the V. paradoxus 3-mercaptoproprionate 22 

dioxygenase23 has 55% sequence identity with ReCDOhom, we propose that the Gln-type 23 
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enzymes are dioxygenases with specificity for a thiol substrates more similar to 3-1 

mercaptoproprionate. At the same time we refrain from predicting the oxygen binding site in 2 

these enzymes, because the modeled oxygen binding site of ReCDOhom is distinct from that 3 

seen in CDO, but the key catalytic Tyr residues are similarly positioned (Figures 2D and 3A). 4 

This leads us to ask whether they actually have distinct ways of binding and activating oxygen, 5 

or whether one or both of the modes of oxygen binding seen are not relevant to catalysis. We 6 

suggest that the comparative study of authentic CDOs and these Gln-type dioxygenases will be 7 

very useful for resolving questions about mechanism; and we further suggest that given the 8 

amenability of ReCDOhom to high resolution structural studies, ReCDOhom itself would be an 9 

excellent system for pursuing further structural, kinetics, and spectroscopic studies of catalysis 10 

that would bring new insights into the CDO family of dioxygenases. 11 

 12 

Making the Most of Structural Genomics Structures 13 

 The NIH funded Protein Structure Initiative invested heavily in structural genomics 14 

research centers with the dual goals of solving the structures of many representative proteins and 15 

protein domains as well as developing high throughput structure determination techniques.24 16 

These efforts were fruitful on both fronts and have accounted for ca. 13,000 PDB entries (as of 17 

July 2014). One unforeseen consequence of these efforts is the thousands of entries in the PDB 18 

that have not been described in the peer-reviewed literature. As is, these structures are of limited 19 

value to the broader scientific community because they will not show up in literature searches 20 

and because no expert having knowledge of both protein crystallography and the particular 21 

protein family has carefully vetted the structures for accuracy and information content. We 22 

suggest that, as exemplified by our work here on CDO homologs and elsewhere for two sets of 23 
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peroxiredoxin structures,25,26 there now exists a rich opportunity for researchers with appropriate 1 

expertise to make more accessible the many unpublished fruits of structural genomics that are 2 

ripe but as yet unharvested for general consumption.  3 

 4 

Materials and Methods 5 

BsCDO expression and purification 6 

A BsCDO/pET32a expression plasmid was obtained from the DNASU Plasmid 7 

Repository (dnasu.asu.edu/DNASU/Home.jsp) in E. coli DH5α cells and used to transform E. 8 

coli BL21-DE3 chemically competent cells (Novagen). BsCDO expression and purification 9 

basically followed the NESG protocols available in the PSI-knowledge base,24 and yielded ~2 10 

mg BsCDO per liter culture that was stored frozen at ~10 mg/mL. Using crystallization 11 

conditions reported in the PDB entry, crystals grew in 2 to 7 d at 298 K in hanging drops of 4 uL 12 

BsCDO stock and 4 µL reservoir containing 18% (w/v) PEG4000, 0.1 M potassium acetate, 0.05 13 

M 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid at pH 6.0.  14 

 15 

BsCDO structure determination 16 

 Crystals were stored in an artificial mother liquor identical to the reservoir solution, and 17 

mounted by pulling through solutions having 20% glycerol as a cryoprotectant and plunging in 18 

liquid nitrogen. The Cys complex crystal was soaked 30 s with 100 mM cysteine at pH 7.0. Data 19 

for Cys-bound BsCDO were collected at the Advanced Light Source beam-line 5.0.1 in a 20 

cryostream. Attempts to get higher resolution data for unliganded BsCDO crystals were 21 

unsuccessful. Images were processed using Mosflm27 and Aimless.28 The high resolution cutoff 22 
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criterion was that the CC1/2  statistic29 be ~0.2 (Table 1). Rfree flags were adopted from PDB entry 1 

3EQE to 2.82 Å resolution, with a random 5% subset selected beyond. 2 

Refinement at 2.3 Å resolution for the Cys-soaked crystal began using PDB entry 3EQE 3 

with waters removed, and led to R/Rfree values of 24.0/32.2%. Further refinements used Coot30 4 

for manual model building, Molprobity31 to monitor the model’s stereochemical quality, and 5 

Phenix32 for minimizations using one TLS group per chain. Sidechain rotomers were adjusted, 6 

Met1 was stubbed and an alternate Asn31 conformation was added in chain B, and 69 water 7 

molecules were added in places having 2Fo-Fc electron density ≥1 ρrms, Fo-Fc density ≥3 ρrms, 8 

and reasonable potential hydrogen bonding. Only near the end was the bound Cys built. The final 9 

R/Rfree was 19.0/26.2% (Table 1). 10 

The unliganded BsCDO refinement against the deposited data (PDB entry 3EQE) began 11 

from the refined Cys-complex model after Cys and active site waters were removed. Other 12 

waters were retained except four that shifted beyond 3.5 Å from the protein. The refinements 13 

quickly converged to R/Rfree of 17.7/25.4 at 2.82 Å resolution (Table 1), an improvement over 14 

the values of 24.1/29.6% recorded for PDB entry 3EQE. Evidence that this might also be a Cys 15 

complex is described in the results. 16 

 17 

Polishing Refinement of ReCDOhom 18 

 Starting from the deposited coordinates and structure factors of ReCDOhom (PDB ID 19 

2GM6), Phenix refinement using one TLS group and riding hydrogens, resulted in R/Rfree of 20 

17.3/21.2% at 1.84 Å resolution. During manual model building, additional waters, ethylene 21 

glycols, and a sulphate were built, and active site density that had been modeled as a sulfate was 22 

reinterpreted as a dioxygen. Alternate conformations were added for Glu38, Gly39 and 9 solvent 23 
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molecules and a Leu124 alternate conformation was removed. The R/Rfree after this stage was 1 

16.9/20.35%, slightly below the 18.2/20.7% values of the deposited entry 2GM6. Then original 2 

diffraction images provided by the JCSG were processed (as described above for BsCDO 3 

images), yielding data to 1.65 Å resolution (Table 1). Rfree flags were adopted from PDB entry 4 

2GM6 to its limiting resolution of 1.84 Å, with a random 5% subset selected beyond. The 5 

extended resolution maps were slightly better defined, leading to a final model with further 6 

improved R/Rfree values of 17.4/20.0 (Table 1) even at the extended resolution limit. 7 

 8 

Accession Numbers. Coordinates and structure factors for the BsCDO and ReCDOhom models 9 

have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (lower-resolution BsCDO (PDB code 4QM8); 10 

Cysteine-bound BsCDO (PDB code 4QM9); ReCDOhom (PDB code 4QMA)). 11 

 12 
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Table 1. Data collection and Refinement Statistics for BsCDO and ReCDOhom structures 1 

 BsCDO 

unsoaked
 a
 

BsCDO  

Cys-soak 
ReCDOhom 

Data collection    
Space group P4322 P4322  
Unit Cell (Å) a=b=65.8, c=197.3 a=b=65.5, c=199.4 a=b=57.01, 

c=216.70 
Resolution (Å) 50-2.82 (2.95-2.82) 50-2.30 

(2.30-2.38) 
45-1.65  
(1.68-1.65) 

Unique Obs. 19930 (2657) 20271 (1939) 44377 (2185) 
Multiplicity 14.2 (9.8) 23.4 (13.7) 21.0 (16.5) 
Completeness 98.9 (92.3) 100.0 (100.0) 100 (100) 
Average I/σ   – (3.6) 13.4 (1.0) 14.1 (0.6) 
Rmeas  (%)b 0.086 (0.63) 0.186 (2.89) 0.113 (5.33) 
CC1/2 (%)c   – 0.999 (0.25) 1.0 (0.28) 
Res <I/σ>~2 (Å)c   – 2.5 1.85 
    
Refinement    
Rcryst / Rfree (%) 17.7/25.4 19.0/26.2 17.4/20.0 
No. residues 308 308 192 
No. waters 63 67 209 
No. atoms 2422 2437 3342 
rmsd angles (o) 1.174 1.060 1.213 
rmsd lengths (Å) 0.011 0.012 0.014 
φ,ψ favored (%)d 94 95 96 
φ,ψ outliers (%)d 0 0.33 0 
<B> protein (Å2) 69 61 48 
<B> Fe (Å2) 63 47 38 
<B> Cys (Å2) 83e 64  
<B> O2 (Å

2)   49 
<B> solvent (Å2)f 63 57 57 
PDB code 4QM8 4QM9 4QMA 
a Data collection statistics as reported in the original PDB entry 3EQE  2 

b Rmeas is the multiplicity-weighted merging R.33 For 4QM8, Rmerge is reported. 3 

cCC1/2 is the correlation between two half datasets as defined in Karplus & Diederichs (25). 4 

Resolution at which <I/σ>~2 for comparison with previous high resolution cutoff criteria.29 5 

dRamachandran statistics as defined by Molprobity.31 6 

eFor Cys at full occupancy; included in the deposited structure with occupancy=0 to reflect 7 

uncertainty in the interpretation. 8 

fSolvent in BsCDO are waters, and in ReCDOhom are water, ethylene glycol and sulfate.  9 

10 
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Figure 1. Common cupin-fold of the bacterial CDO homologs. (A) Stereoview of the overlaid 1 

ribbon diagrams of R. norvegicus CDO (gold; PDB 4IEU)12, BsCDO (blue; ~2.3 Å Cα-rmsd vs. 2 

rat CDO) and ReCDOhom (green; ~2.2 Å Cα-rmsd vs. rat CDO) shows the similar overall 3 

structure of these three aligned homologs. The active site Arg/Gln and the new active site Arg of 4 

the ReCDOhom (Met in rat CDO) are shown along with the iron coordinating His residues and 5 

the cysteine substrate as bound to rat CDO and BsCDO. The secondary structure labels are 6 

shown, with all three alpha helices being on the N-terminal side of the beta sheets. The overlay 7 

was generated using CEalign implemented in Pymol.34 (B) The structure based sequence 8 

alignment of BsCDO ReCDOhom, and R. norvegicus CDO as generated using PROMALS,35 and 9 

manually colored according to secondary structure as defined by DSSP.36 10 

 11 

Figure 2. Active site structures of BsCDO and ReCDOhom. Active site density for (A) BsCDO 12 

at 2.3 Å resolution with cysteine-bound, (B) unsoaked BsCDO at 2.8 Å resolution, and (C) 13 

ReCDOhom at 1.65 Å resolution with a diatomic molecule bound to the metal. All maps are 2Fo-14 

Fc electron density contoured at 1.2 ρrms. The putative dioxygen B-factors at ~40 Å2 are 15 

comparable to the nearby Fe, Tyr164, Arg173 and water ligands which have B-factors in the 35-16 

50 Å2 range. (D) Local overlay of the active sites of BsCDO (blue carbons), ReCDOhom (green 17 

carbons), and rat CDO (gold carbons).12 18 

 19 

Figure 3. Arg173 packing interactions and associated residue conservation patterns. (A) Arg173 20 

is well packed with Ile168 and Phe185 positioning the guanidine group with Asp95-O, Ser187-21 

OH, Val175-O and Ser187-NH participating in hydrogen bonds (dashed lines). An overlaid rat 22 

CDO-Cys complex (semi-transparent) is shown with the clash between the α-amino group of 23 
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Cys-bound in the standard mode and Arg173 indicated (red bars). Similar packing interactions 1 

are also seen for the equivalent side chain in PDB entry 3USS, a lower resolution Gln-type CDO 2 

homolog structure also not yet described in the literature. (B) WebLogo37 image of residue 3 

conservation pattern for Gln-type CDO homologs, The first segment contains the active site Tyr 4 

and Gln, and the second contains the conserved Arg173. (C) Same segments as panel B but for 5 

bacterial Arg-type CDO homologs. Aligned sequences included hits that contained key CDO 6 

active site residues and had E-value< 10-16 from BLASTP searches against the uniref50 7 

database38 obtained using ReCDOhom for panel B (20 sequences) and BsCDO for panel C  (13 8 

sequences). The two sets of sequences were aligned together using PROSMALS-3D35 before 9 

they were again separated for the Weblogo analysis.  10 
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Active site structures of BsCDO and ReCDOhom. Active site density for (A) BsCDO at 2.3 Å resolution with 
cysteine-bound, (B) unsoaked BsCDO at 2.8 Å resolution, and (C) ReCDOhom at 1.65 Å resolution with a 
diatomic molecule bound to the metal. All maps are 2Fo-Fc electron density contoured at 1.2 ρrms. The 

putative dioxygen B-factors at ~40 Å2 are comparable to the nearby Fe, Tyr164, Arg173 and water ligands 
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Arg173 packing interactions and associated residue conservation patterns. (A) Arg173 is well packed with 
Ile168 and Phe185 positioning the guanidine group with Asp95-O, Ser187-OH, Val175-O and Ser187-NH 
participating in hydrogen bonds (dashed lines). An overlaid rat CDO-Cys complex (semi-transparent) is 

shown with the clash between the α-amino group of Cys-bound in the standard mode and Arg173 indicated 
(red bars). Similar packing interactions are also seen for the equivalent side chain in PDB entry 3USS, a 
lower resolution Gln-type CDO homolog structure also not yet described in the literature. (B) WebLogo37 

image of residue conservation pattern for Gln-type CDO homologs, The first segment contains the active site 
Tyr and Gln, and the second contains the conserved Arg173. (C) Same segments as panel B but for bacterial 

Arg-type CDO homologs. Aligned sequences included hits that contained key CDO active site residues and 
had E-value< 10-16 from BLASTP searches against the uniref50 database38 obtained using ReCDOhom for 
panel B (20 sequences) and BsCDO for panel C  (13 sequences). The two sets of sequences were aligned 

together using PROSMALS-3D35 before they were again separated for the Weblogo analysis.  
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